[National survey on out-of-hospital difficult intubation management].
Difficult intubation rate is higher in the prehospital setting than in the operating room. Goal of this survey was to assess compliance of the French prehospital mobile emergency unit (Smur) to the recent French guidelines for the difficult airway management. National phone survey. A phone questionnaire was proposed to one senior emergency physician of all 380 French Smur. Seven questions were asked about intubation devices used, availability of a written difficult intubation algorithm and intubation training of the Smur's physicians. Guidelines of the recent French consensus conference on difficult intubation are only partly followed by the Smur. Only 60% of the Smur perform systematic rapid intubation sequence, plastic laryngoscope blades are used by more than 50% of the Smur and less than 50% of the Smur have a written difficult intubation management algorithm available. The Gum elastic Bougie is available in 58% of the Smur and the intubating laryngeal mask airway in 71%, whereas initial formation for difficult intubation devices used is provided to the emergency physicians in only 58% of the Smur. This survey shows that the French guidelines for the difficult airway management are only partially followed by the French Smur. An effort should be made for a larger diffusion of these guidelines towards the emergency physicians working in the Smur.